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Established 1961 20

Models present creations by Versace during the men & women’s spring/summer 2019 collection fashion show in Milan. — AFP photos

From its misty hills to beautiful pebble beaches,
Georgia’s summer holiday capital is full of hotels and
attractions while maintaining its historical charm.

The city has it all for those looking for a seaside getaway
in an elegant and relaxed atmosphere.

Once you take a stroll on the famous Batumi
Boulevard you will see what Batumi is all about: trees,
paths, beautiful fountains and cafes and it remains the life
and soul of the city. At the tip of the boulevard is a large
Ferris wheel and the 145m tall Alphabet Tower, a monu-
ment to the Georgian script. For something to eat make
sure you visit the Piazza Square, which has a host of bou-
tique hotels, cafes and beautiful architecture which com-
bines the old and new perfectly.

Top Tip
Make sure you take the Cable Car up to Anuria Hill

that overlooks Batumi. There are plenty of restaurants
and cafes to enjoy while you’re taking in the view.

flydubai flights between Dubai and Batumi
Daily flights from 16 June to 30 September.
Flight time
Three hours and forty minutes
Return fares in Economy Class
From 130 KD
Return fares in Business Class
From 436 KD 

Spending the summer
holiday in Georgia 

M
ilan designers continue to cast their eyes
toward Millennials with a focus on street
wear - but without giving up tailored lux-
ury and technical innovations. Menswear
collections for next spring and summer

were being shown Saturday during the second day of
Milan Fashion Week. The focus is increasingly on ele-
ments that can play up into office looks or down into
casual street wear, using the same basic building blocks.
The approach allows the designers to reach across gen-
erations, geographies and income levels. “Street wear is a
way of dressing,” said Angela Missoni, creative director
of the eponymous fashion house founded by her parents. 

That is to say: it is not delivered as a finished outfit,
but a look that can be created from elements on the
runways. In Milan, that includes sporty oversized polos
and T-shirts, thick-heeled sneakers and trekking san-
dals. Here are some highlights from Saturday’s pre-
views, including Missoni, Dolce&Gabbana, Versace and
Plein Sport.

Versace embraces wide vision of masculinity
Donatella Versace is looking to dress a man whose

masculinity is challenged by neither lace, nor neon nor
florals. The Versace man is ready to work in a double-
breasted pinstriped suit but leaves the shirt unbuttoned
to show off a Versace T-shirt that reads like Tabloid
newsprint. The headline: “Versace finally speaks out.” The
flash soon followed, with shiny red snakeskin coats over
mid-thigh shorts and Versace newsprint tops. Boxy jack-
ets with flat pockets were worn with matching shorts,
dressed up with a woman’s cross-body bag. Men wore
sheer tops over legible T-shirts, lace detailing on mili-
tary-style knitwear and floral print suits with buttons left
open to show off necklaces and belly-button jewelry.
Flashes of neon green and orange closed the show, in knit
sleeveless tops that show off a man’s hours at the gym. 

The bright footwear included the Versace Chain
Reaction sneaker. “The Versace man is the center of all
the attention,” Donatella Versace said in notes. The
menswear runway was punctuated by corresponding
looks for women, including model Bella Hadid in a snug
leather mini with form-accentuating ruffle accents and
Kendall Jenner in a body-hugging floral mini with thigh-
high boots.

From Missoni  to Dolce&Gabbana,
Milan men bask in street wear

Batumi, Georgia have the best beaches and nature


